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© Output level controlling apparatus.

© An output level controlling apparatus comprises:

a signal attenuating device (1) for attenuating the

reproduced output levei of a reading/recording signal

(PR) read from a record medium; a signal level

deciding device (2) for comparing the reproduced

output level of the reading/recording signal to a

reference signal level previously set; and an output

level correcting device (3) for ' sending a control

C\J singal to the signal attenuating device (1) on the

^ basis of the results of the comparison made by the

00 signal level deciding device (2) so as to attenuate

LA the reproduced output level of the reading/recording

W signal when a reproduced output level is higher than

O the signal level of the reference signal and so as to

00

decrease an attenuation amount of the reproduced

output signal level of the reading/recording signal

when the reproduced output signal level is lower

than the signal level of the reference signal wherein

the output level correcting device (3) sends the

control signal so as to rapidly attenuate the repro-

duced output level of the reading/recording signal

and slowly increase the reproduced output level. It is

therefore possible to momentarily attenuate a high

input level for preventing the output in a high level

and prevent the musical environment of BGM from

being destroyed and aural sound vibrations from

occurring during level adjustment.
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The present invention relates to an output level

controlling apparatus in an apparatus for reproduc-

ing recorded information, and more particularly to

an improvement in an output level controlling ap-

paratus for controlling the reproduced output level

of a reproduced digital signal by means of a digital

attenuator.

For example, a compact disk (CO) is some-

- times used as a music source for background -

music (BGM), and a plurality of compact disks CD
are sometimes loaded in an automatic player in

which the compact disks CD are continuously

played to produce BGM.
In such cases, since the reproduced output

levels of compact disks depend upon the recording

conditions and the like of the disks and are thus

different from each other, if an acoustic signal is

output by continuously reproducing a plurality of

compact disks, the output level sometimes sud-

denly increases or conversely suddenly decreases

at each time the compact disk played is replaced

by a new disk. In addition, when the pieces of

music in the same compact disk are continuously

played, the pieces of music have different output

levels, the same variations as those described

above occur in the output level. This causes unfit-

ness for intrinsic purpose of BGM to form, as

background music, a comfortable music environ-

ment. In order to prevent such a problem, it is

thought that a sudden change in an output level is

restrained by keeping the output level of music

within a predetermined region.

In an example of such control means, the peak

value of each of the signal levels of the information

recorded on all compact disks (for example, 6

disks) loaded in an automatic player may be pre-

viously read, and the read peak values may be

matched to the lowest peak value. However, in this

control means, since all compact disks must be

reproduced for reading the peak value of each of

the signals, a certain time is required for prepara-

tion before BGM playing.

This inventor thus proposed an output level

controlling apparatus in a feedfoward system in

which an appropriate output level for BGM is pre-

viously statistically determined to produce a refer-

ence value of output levels, and an actual output

level is compared with the reference value so that

the appropriate output level is maintained by con-

trolling a digital attenuator in accordance with the

reproduced output level of the reading/recording

signal with the results of comparison (Japanese

Patent Laid-Open No. 1-231510). Since this ap-

paratus employs the feedfoward system, no time is

required for preparation.

However, in the above-described conventional

means, when a signal level is either attenuated or

increased, the output level changes to a value

above and below the reference value in the vicinity

thereof because the changing time and changing

amount of the signal level are constant, and aural

sound vibrations, i.e., a feet of instability, thus oc-

5 cur.

It is considered that such sound vibrations can

be removed by setting a time for changing a level

to be long.

- However, when the time for changing a level is

10 set to be long, if a high level is input, the level

cannot be momentarily attenuated. This is un-

desirable because the output level, i.e., loudness is

increased, and the music environment of BGM is

thus destroyed.

75 In BGM, plural pieces of music or a plurality of

record media are continuously reproduced. When a

piece of music is continuously reproduced while

maintaining the attenuation amount of the before

piece of music, for example, if the level of the

20 music to be reproduced is tow, the starting portion

of the music cannot be heard.

Accordingly, it is an object of the present in-

vention to provide an output level controlling ap-

paratus which is capable of removing aural sound

25 vibrations and momentarily attenuating a high input

level and which has no problem that the starting

portion of music cannot be heard even if plural

pieces of music are continuously reproduced.

In order to achieve the object described above,

30 an output level controlling apparatus of the present

invention comprises: signal attenuating means for

attenuating a reproduced output level of a

reading/recording signal which is read from a

record medium; signal level deciding means for

35 comparing a reproduced output level of the

reading/recording signal to the level of the refer-

ence signal previously set; and output level correct*

ing means for sending a control signal to the signal

attenuating means on the basis of the results of the

40 comparison made by the signal level deciding

means so as to increase an attenuation amount of

the reproduced output level of the

reading/recording signal when the reproduced out-

put level of the reading/recording signal is higher

45 than the reference signal level and so as to de-

crease an attenuation amount of the reproduced

output level of the reading/recording signal when

the reproduced output level of the

reading/recording signal is lower than the reference

so signal level, the output level correcting means

sending the control signal so as to rapidly attenu-

ate the reproduced output level of the

reading/recording signal and slowly increase the

reproduced output level.

55 In another preferred form of the present inven-

tion, an oulpul level controlling apparatus com-

prises: signal attenuating means for attenuating a

reproduced output level of a reading/recording sig-

50OCID: <EP_048055eA2_L>
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nal read from the record medium; inter-information

signal detecting means for detecting an exchange

signal generated in exchange of a plurality of

record media or an inter-information signal in the

reading/recording signal; signal level deciding

means for comparing the reproduced output level

of the reading/recording signal with the level of a

reference signal previously set; and output level

correcting means for sending a control signal to the

signal attenuating means on the basis of the results

of the comparison made by the signal level decid-

ing means so as to increase an attenuation amount

of the reproduced output level of the

reading/recording signal when the reproduced out-

put level of the reading/recording signal is higher

than the reference signal level and so as to de-

crease an attenuation amount of the reproduced

output level of the reading/recording signal when

the reproduced output level of the

reading/recording signal is lower than the reference

signal level, the output level correcting means
sending the control signal so as to rapidly attenu-

ate the reproduced output level of the

reading/recording signal and slowly increase the

reproduced output level, the inter-information signal

detecting means sending a reset signal for return-

ing the attenuation amount set in the signal attenu-

ating means to an initial value when detecting the

exchange signal of the record media or the inter-

information signal.

In the present invention, the reading/recording

signal is input to the signal attenuating means and

the level deciding means. The reference signal

level is previously set in the level deciding means,

and the output level correcting means sends the

control signal to the signal attenuating means so as

to rapidly attenuate the reproduced output level of

the reading/recording signal when the reproduced

output level of the reading/recording signal is high-

er than the reference signal level. Conversely,

when the reproduced output level is lower than the

reference signal level, the output level correcting

means sends the control signal to the attenuating

means so as to slowly increase the reproduced

output level of the reading/recording signal.

In another preferred form of the present inven-

tion, the reading/recording signal is input to the

signal attenuating means, the level deciding means

and the inter-information signal detecting means,

respectively. When the record medium used is

replaced by a new medium, the exchange signal is

input to the inter-information signal detecting

means. The reference signal level is previously set

in the level deciding means so that the output level

correcting means sends the control signal to the

signal attenuating means so as to rapidly attenuate

the reproduced output level of the

reading/recording signal when the reproduced out-

put level of the reading/recording signal is higher

than the reference signal level. An attenuation value

corresponding to the control signal is set in the

signal attenuating means. Conversely, when the

s reproduced output level is lower than the reference

signal level, the output level correcting means

sends the control signal to the attenuating means

so as to slowly increase the reproduced output

- level of the reading/recording signal. An attenuation

io value corresponding to the control signal is set in

the signal attenuating means.

In this state, the exchange signal or the inter-

information signal in the reading/recording signal is

detected by the inter-information signal detecting

75 means. On the basis of the detected information,

the reset signal for returning the set attenuation

value to an initial value is sent to the attenuating

means so that the set attenuation value is returned

to the initial value.

20 Further objects, features and other aspects of

this invention will be understood from the following

detailed description of the preferred embodiments

of his invenion with reference to the drawings.

FIG. 1 is an explanatory view of the principle of

25 a first embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is an explanatory view of the principle of

a second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of

the present invention;

30 FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing the operation of

the first embodiment;

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing the operation of

the second embodiment; and

FIG. 6 is a drawing showing changes in an

35 attenuation amount in the above embodiments.

First, the principle of this invention will be

explained with reference to FIGS. 1 and 2.

In FIG. 1. an output level controlling apparatus

according to one aspect of this invention com-

4c prises: signal attenuating means 1 for attenuating

the reproduced output level of a reading/recording

signal RR read from a record medium; signal level

deciding means 2 for comparing the reproduced

output level of the reading/recording signal with a

45 reference signal level previously set; and output

level correcting means 3 for sending a control

signal CS to the signal attenuating means 1 on the

basis of results of the comparison made by said

signal level deciding means 2 so as to increase an

so attenuation amount of the reproduced output level

of the reading/recording signal RR when the repro-

duced output level is higher than the reference

signal level and so as to decrease an attenuation

amount of the reproduced output signal level of the

55 reading/recording signal RR when the reproduced

output signal level is lower than the reference sig-

nal level, the output level correcting means 3 send-

ing said control signal so as to rapidly decrease or

300CID: <EP O4805SaA2J_>
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slowly increase the reproduced output level o! the

reading/recording signal.

In FIG. 2. an output level controlling apparatus

according to another aspect of this invention com-

prises: signal attenuating means 1 for attenuating

the reproduced output level of a reading/recording

signal RR read from a record medium; inter-in-

formation signal detecting means 4 for detecting an

- exchange signal generated during exchange of a

plurality of record media or an inter-information

signal in the reading/recording signal RR; signal

level deciding means 2 for comparing said repro-

duced output level of said reading/recording signal

to a reference signal level previously set; and out-

put level correcting means 3 for sending a control

signal to said signal attenuating means 1 on the

basis of the results of the comparison made by

said signal level deciding means 2 so as to in-

crease an attenuation amount of the reproduced

output level of the reading/recording signal when

the reproduced output level is higher than the

reference signal level and so as to decrease an

attenuation amount of the reproduced output signal

level of the reading/recording signal RR when the

reproduced output signal level is lower than the

reference signal level, the output level correcting

means sending the control signal so as to rapidly

attenuate the reproduced output level of the

reading/recording signal and slowly increase the

reproduced output level, the inter-information signal

detecting means 4 sending a reset signal for re-

turning a value attenuation amount set in the signal

attenuating means to an initial value when detect-

ing the exchange signal of record media or the

inter-information signal.

First Embodiment

A first embodiment of the present invention is

described below.

FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of an output

level controlling apparatus in accordance with the

first embodiment of the present invention.

In FIG. 3, a signal recorded on CD (not shown)

is read, and an RF signal is input to a decoder 11

after a predetermined processing. An output signal

data as reading/recording signal which is outputted

from the decoder 1 1 is input to a digital attenuator

13 serving as signal attenuating means through a

delay circuit 12. The data is subjected to a pre-

determined attenuation processing in the attenuator

13 and then output to a digital/analogue converter

14. The digital/analogue converter 14 outputs a

sound signal. The delay circuit 12 is a circuit for

ensuring a processing time required for the control-

ler 16 described below and the time required for

sending the control signal to the digital attenuator

3. The signal data outputted from the decoder 1 1 is

also input to a level deciding section 15 serving as

level deciding means and the bus B described

below. A comparative reference value Vr6) is set as

a reference level for the output signal data in the

5 signal level deciding section 15. The controller 16

serving as output level correcting means comprises

the bus B and a CPU 17, a RAM 18,_an interface

circuit 19 for sending the control singal to the

digital attenuator 13 and a ROM 20 for storing a

to program, all of which are connected to the bus B.

An input section 21 for inputting the time factors,

attenuation amount and the like, which are de-

scribed below, is also connected to the bus B.

The CPU 17 has an attenuator value deciding

76 section 17a for changing the attenuation amount of

the section 17b for detecting the presence of a

space between two pieces of music from Q chan-

nel data in the sub-coding of CO. The RAM 18 has

a first time factor storing section (first counter) 18a,

20 a second time factor storing section (second coun-

ter) 18b, an attenuator value storing section 18c, an

increment setting section 18d, and a decrement

setting section 18e. A time factor to for setting a

time width t shown in FIG. 6, as described below,

25 is set in the first time factor storing section 18a. A

time factor T0 for setting a time width T shown in

FIG. 6 is set in the second time factor storing

section 18b. In the attenuator value storing section

18c are stored a value determined by the attenua-

30 tor value deciding section 17a and a value input

from the input section 21. An increment and a

decrement of the attenuation amount are set in the

increment setting section 18d and the decrement

setting section 18e, respectively.

35 The operation of the first embodiment is de-

scribed below with reference to the flowchart

shown in FIG. 4 and the drawing of the operating

characteristics shown in FIG. 6.

As shown in FIG. 4, the time factor to (positive

40 integer), the time factor T0 (positive integer), the

attenuation amount of zero, the increment a and

the decrement A are input as initial set values to

the first time factor storing section 18a, the second

time factor storing section 18b, the attenuator value

45 storing section 18c, the increment setting section

I8d and the -decrement setting section 18e, re-

spectively (Step S1). After initial setting, a process-

ing without level control described below is per-

formed (Step S2), and the level (sound level data)

so of the signal outputted from the decoder 11 is read

by the level deciding section 15 (Step S3).

A new output level is the calculated on the

basis of the output signal level read and the com-

parative reference value V„|. In Step S4, the output

55 signal level is thus compared with the comparative

reference value Vrei, and the following processing

is then performed according to the results of com-

parison:

SDOCID: <EP 0480556A2. 1. >
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(1) Output signal level > comparative reference

value Vref In this case, as shown in FIG. 6, an

attenuation amount is stepwise increased by an

amount every time t = to (the set value of the first

time factor setting section) x L (one loop time

shown in FIG. 4) so that the output level is de-

creased.

In this case, a 2 A and t £ T, which mean that

attenuation amount is rapidly increased, and it is

gently or slowly decreased, and the loop time L is

the processing time inherent in the controller 16.

This also applies to the case (2) described after.

If it is decided in Step S4 that the output signal

level is higher than the comparative reference val-

ue V,e) , data is read from the attenuator value

storing section 18c, and a decision is made as to

whether the attenuation amount of the digital at-

tenuator 13 is set to the maximum (Step 5). In FIG.

6. the maximum value corresponds Mmax. If the

attenuation amount is not the maximum, a decision

is made as to whether or not a value stored in the

first time factor storing section 18a is zero (Step

S6). If the stored value is not zero (Step S6; No),

that is, a time position P is located at an intermedi-

ate position in FIG. 6, the value stored in the first

time factor storing section 18a is decreased by 1

(Step S9), and the flow is then returned to Step S2.

Namely, the time width t can be set to any desired

value by using the value set in the first time factor

storing section 18a. When it is decided in Step S5
that the attenuation amount is set to the maximum
(Step S5; Yes), since the attenuation amount can-

not be further increased, the time factor to is set in

the first time factor storing section 8a (Step S8),

and the flow is returned to Step S2.

(2) Output signal level < comparative reference

value Vre(

In this case, as shown in FIG. 6, the attenuation

amount is stepwise decreased by an amount A
each time T = To (the value set in the second time

factor setting section) x L (one loop time) so that

the output level is increased.

It is decided in Step S4 that the output signal

level is lower than the comparative reference value

Vrelt a decision is made as to whether or not a

value stored in the attenuator value storing section

18c is set to zero (Step S10). If the stored value is

not zero (Step $10; No), a decision is made as to

whether or not the value stored in the second time

factor storing section 18b is zero (Step S11). If the

stored value is not zero, the value stored in the

second time factor storing section 18b is de-

creased by 1 (Step S14), and the flow is then

returned to Step S2. The above processing is re-

peated until the value stored in the second time

factor storing section 18b is zero. If the stored

value is zero (Step Sll; Yes), the attenuation

amount is decreased by an amount A (Step S12),

and the time factor T0 is then set in the second

5 time factor storing section 18b (Step S13). The flow

is then returned to Step S2.

If it is decided in Step S10 that the attenuation

amount is zero (Step StO; Yes), since the attenu-

ation amount cannot be further decreased, the time

io factor To is set in the second time factor storing

section 18b, and the flow is then returned to Step

S2.

Second Embodiment

75

A second embodiment of the present invention

is described below.

The second embodiment is the same as the

first embodiment except that an inter-music space

20 detecting section 17b is added to the CPU 17 in

the block diagram of the first embodiment shown in

FIG. 3.

The operation of the second embodiment is

described below with reference to a flowchart

25 shown in FIG. 5. FIG. 5 shows the flowchart in

which Step S3a is inserted between Steps S3 and

S4 shown in FIG. 4 and which is provided for

detecting data about a space between two pieces

of music.

30 As shown in FIG. 5. after the sound level data

is read (Step S3), when the inter-music space

detecting section 17b serving as inter-information

signal detecting means detects Inter-music data (Q

channel data) (Step S3a; Yes), the attenuation

35 amount of zero is stored in the attenuator value

storing section 18c. The reset control signal of the

attenuation amount of zero is output to the digital

attenuator 13 through the interface 19 (Step S3b)

so that the attenuation amount is set to zero. When
40 no inter-music data is detected (Step S3a; No), the

processing after Step S4 may be performed in the

same way as in the first embodiment.

The output level of music is generally low

immediately after the start of playing. When an

45 inter-music space is detected, as described above,

if the attenuation amount is set to zero, there is no

danger of excessively decreasing the output level

of the next piece of music at the start of playing.

This causes an improvement in aural feeling.

so Although the second embodiment concerns a

case in which the initial value of the attenuation

amount is set to zero when inter-music data is

detected, appropriate initial values other than zero

may be set according to musical environments of

55 BGM.
Although the second embodiment also con-

cerns the case of a space between two pieces of

music in the same disk, the embodiment can be

6
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applied to the disk exchange in an automatic play-

er. In this case, an exchange signal generated

during CD exchange or an inter-information signal

which is a signal based on the silent portion at the

beginning of each CD may be input to the inter- 5

information signal detecting means 4.

Although the above embodiments concern CD,

the present invention can be of course applied to

LVD (Laser Vision Disk).

As seen from the above description, in the 10

present invention, the attenuation amount is mo-
mentarily or rapidly increased, and it is gently or

slowly decreased. It is therefore possible to rapidly

attenuate a high input level for preventing the out-

put in a high level. It is also possible to prevent the rs

musical environment of BGM from being destroyed

and aural vibrations from occurring during level

adjustment.

In addition, since the initial value is set in the

signal attenuating means after the passage of a 20

time between two pieces of music or when a

record medium is replaced by a new one, even if a

silent period is present after the passage of the

time between two pieces of music or during the

exchange, there is neither sudden change in the 25

output level at the start of the next piece of music

nor feeling of aural discomfort.

Claims

30

1. An output level controlling apparatus character-

ized by:

signal attenuating means (1) for attenuating a

reproduced output level of a reading/recording

signal (PR) read from a record medium; signal 35

level deciding means (2) for comparing said

reproduced output level of said

reading/recording signal with a reference signal

level previously set; and output level correcting

means (3) for sending a control signal to said 40

signal attenuating means (1) on the basis of

results of the comparison made by said signal

level deciding means (2) so as to increase an

attenuation amount of said reproduced output

level of said reading/recording signal when 45

said reproduced output level is higher than

said reference signal level and so as to de-

crease an attenuation amount of said repro-

duced output signal level of said

reading/recording signal when said reproduced 50

output signal level is lower than said reference

signal level, said output level correcting means

(3) sends said control signal so as to rapidly

attenuate said reproduced output level of said

reading/recording signal and slowly increase 55

said reproduced output level.

2. An output level controlling apparatus according

to claim 1 , wherein said output level correcting

means (3) comprises a CPU, a first memory
means (18) for storing necessary data for at-

tenuating the reproduced output level, an inter-

face means (19) for sending a control signal

for correcting an output level, and a second

memory means (20) for storing a program for

controlling said output level correcting means

(3).

3. An output level controlling apparatus according

to claim 1, wherein said CPU comprises an

attenuator value deciding section (17a) for

changing an attenuation amount and an inter-

music space detecting section (17b) for detect-

ing a space between two pieces of music from

the record medium concerned.

4. An output level controlling apparatus according

to claim 2, wherein said second memory
means (18) comprises a first time factor stor-

ing section (18a) for setting a time factor used

for increasing an attenuation amount, a second

time factor storing section (18b) for setting a

time factor used for decreasing said attenu-

ation amount, an attenuator value storing sec-

tion (18c) for storing an attenuator value deter-

mined by said attenuator value deciding

means (17a) and a value input from an external

device, an increment setting section (18d) for

setting an increment of said attenuation

amount, and a decrement setting section (I8e)

for setting a decrement of said attenuation

amount.

5. An output level controlling apparatus according

to claim 4, wherein said first time factor is

equal to or smaller than said second time

factor.

6. An output level controlling apparatus according

to claim 4, wherein said increment set in said

increment setting section is equal to or smaller

than said decrement set in said decrement

setting section.

7. An output level controlling apparatus character-

ized by:

signal attenuating means (1) for attenuating

reproduced output level of a reading/recording

signal (PR) read from a record medium; inter-

information signal detecting means for detect-

ing an exchange signal generated during ex-

change of a plurality of record media or an

inter-information signal in said

reading/recording signal; signal level deciding

means (2) for comparing said reproduced out-

put level of said reading/recording signal to a

<EP 0480558A2J,>
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reference signal level previously set; and out-

put level correcting means (3) for sending a

control signal to said signal attenuating means

(1) on the basis of results of the comparison

made by said signal level deciding means (2) s

so as to increase an attenuation amount of said

reproduced output level of said

reading/recording signal when said reproduced

output level is higher than said reference sig-

nal level and so as to decrease an attenuation w
amount of said reproduced output signal level

of said reading/recording signal when said re-

produced output signal level is lower than said

reference signal level, said output level cor-

recting means (3) sending said control signal is

so as to rapidly attenuate said reproduced

output level of said reading/recording signal

and slowly increase said reproduced output

level, said inter-information signal detecting

means sending a reset signal for returning a 20

value attenuation amount set in said signal

attenuating means to an initial value when de-

tecting said exchange signal of record media
or said inter-information signal.

25

8. An output level controlling apparatus according

to claim 7, wherein said output level correcting

means (3) comprises a CPU, a first memory
means (18) for storing necessary data for at-

tenuating the reproduced output level, an inter- 30

face means (19) for sending a control signal

for correcting an output level, and a second

memory means (20) for storing a program for

controlling said output level correcting means
(3). 35

for setting a decrement of said attenuation

amount.

11. An output level controlling apparatus according

to claim 10, wherein said first time factor is

equal to or smaller than said second time

factor.

12. An output level controlling apparatus according

to claim 10, wherein said increment set in said

increment setting section is equal to or smaller

than said decrement set in said decrement

setting section.

9. An output level controlling apparatus according

to claim 7, wherein said CPU comprises an

attenuator value deciding section (17a) for

changing an attenuation amount and an inter- 40

music space detecting section (17b) for detect-

ing a space between two pieces of music from

the record medium concerned.

10. An output level controlling apparatus according 45

to claim 8, wherein said second memory
means (18) comprises a first time factor stor-

ing section (18a) for setting a time factor used

for increasing an attenuation amount, a second

time factor storing section (18b) for setting a 50

time factor used for decreasing said attenu-

ation amount, an attenuator value storing sec-

tion (18c) for storing an attenuator value deter-

mined by said attenuator value deciding

means (1 7a) and a value input from an external 55

device, an increment setting section (18d) for

setting an increment of said attenuation

amount and a decrement setting section (18e)

8
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© An output level controlling apparatus comprises:

a signal attenuating device (1) for attenuating the

reproduced output level of a reading/recording signal

(PR) read from a record medium; a signal level

deciding device (2) for comparing the reproduced

output level of the reading/recording signal to a
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the reproduced output level of the reading/recording

signal when a reproduced output level is higher than

the signal level of the reference signal and so as to

decrease an attenuation amount of the reproduced

output signal level of the reading/recording signal

when the reproduced output signal level is lower

than the signal level of the reference signal wherein

the output level correcting device (3) sends the

control signal so as to rapidly attenuate the repro-

duced output level of the reading/recording signal

and slowly increase the reproduced output level. It is

therefore possible to momentarily attenuate a high

input level for preventing the output in a high level

and prevent the musical environment of BGM from

being destroyed and aural sound vibrations from

occurring during level adjustment.
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